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ABSTRACT
The unintentional mispositioning of inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF) capsules from the center of laser beam convergence has long been
shown in simulations to generate large ‘ ¼ 1 asymmetry and signiﬁcantly degrade implosion symmetry and fusion yields. Experimental yields
on the OMEGA laser system, however, have shown much less sensitivity to this initial target offset. This paper presents simulations of offset
ICF implosions improved by including a physics model of cross-beam energy transfer (CBET), a mechanism of laser energy scattering from
one beam to another. Room-temperature OMEGA implosion experiments with prescribed target offsets are simulated with and without CBET,
illustrating that CBET mitigates the ‘ ¼ 1 implosion asymmetry from the target offset. Comparison of simulations to multiple complementary
experimental observables indicates that the addition of CBET physics in offset simulations is necessary to match experimental results.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0015781

I. INTRODUCTION
In direct-drive1 inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF),2 multiple laser
beams are directed onto a spherical microcapsule ﬁlled with a deuterium (D2) or a deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel mixture. The laser energy
is absorbed in the outer layers of the capsule, causing mass ablation,
which drives a spherical compression of the capsule by a radial factor
of 15 to 35. As the capsule compresses, the fuel in the cold capsule shell
is compressed to a high density (>100 g=cm3 ), with a central hot spot
forming interior to the shell with a high temperature (of the order of a
few to 10 keV) suitable for high fusion-reaction rates. As the target
implodes, however, nonuniformities in the capsule and laser drive
symmetry can cause capsule perturbations, which are ampliﬁed by
hydrodynamic instabilities.3–5 These perturbations deform the resulting
hot spot, reducing the overall compression and hot-spot temperature,
thereby degrading the fusion yield.
It is well known that at typical ICF laser intensities (of the order
of 5 to 10  1014 W/cm2), cross-beam energy transfer (CBET)6–8 can
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cause signiﬁcant laser energy losses to directly driven capsules. CBET
occurs in a direct-drive plasma when incoming laser light from one
beam interacts with refracted, outgoing light from other beams, stealing some energy from the incoming light and scattering that energy
away from the target along the path of the outgoing light rays. This
effect occurs in the low-density corona formed by the ablating plasma,
when the two crossing light waves interact with an ion acoustic wave
in the plasma. High-intensity pump and seed intensity as well as long
density and velocity scale lengths provide favorable conditions for
high CBET scattering. This energy transfer typically occurs well before
the incoming light wave reaches the plasma critical surface, where laser
light is most efﬁciently absorbed by the plasma, meaning that light
scattered by CBET is typically not absorbed into the plasma. This can
result in large energy losses to the system. For example, the absorbed
energy loss9 due to CBET from a 351-nm laser system may be of the
order of 10% to 20% at an intensity of 5  1014 W/cm2 with a plasma
density scale length about 150 to 200 lm.
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CBET losses result in a decrease in the ablation pressure, shell
implosion velocity, and compression of the capsule, leading to lower
fusion yield. The effects of CBET on the one-dimensional (1D) physics
of direct-drive ICF are well documented.9,10 However, due to the computational expense of including CBET physics in simulations, it has
only been in recent years that CBET has been included in multidimensional simulations of direct-drive ICF implosions.11–13
Historically, ﬂux limited14 Spitzer–H€arm15 thermal transport
models were used in simulation to account for discrepancies in laser
drive efﬁciency between simulations and experiments. Flux limiters
were typically tuned to a single time-independent value to best match
the experimental observables. For a certain class of direct-drive ICF
implosions (mainly with square-pulse or other simple laser histories),
this model was long deemed sufﬁcient to capture the observables of
yield and bang time (time of peak neutron production) using ﬂux limiter values of the order of 0.06 to 0.10 (see Refs. 1, p. 90, and 16).
However, as ICF designs evolved, it was clear that more complex
shaped pulse designs required more sophisticated models to adequately model direct-drive implosions.
When CBET was identiﬁed as playing a signiﬁcant role in directdrive implosions, models were introduced into a few radiation–hydrodynamic codes to account for this physics effect.9,11,12 However, the
computational run time for the CBET models was signiﬁcantly higher
(four to ten times longer) than for previous ﬂux-limited models. This
was, at the time, computationally prohibitive for multi-dimensional
simulations. As a result, some designers began using 1D simulations to
tune the ﬂux limiter by varying its value in time17 to match the 1D
time-evolution of the implosion from the more detailed, timeconsuming simulations including both nonlocal thermal transport
(NLTT) and CBET physics. They would then use the same time history for the variable ﬂux limiter (VFL) values in multi-dimensional
simulations to decrease run time and improve simulation throughput.
The argument for doing so was that as long as the shell and shock trajectories were the same (i.e., same adiabat and shell acceleration), the
evolution and effects of the multi-dimensional hydrodynamic instabilities would be similar.
One major source of implosion nonuniformity is target mispositioning or offset. When the target is mispositioned with respect to the
center of convergence of the laser beams, a perturbation with a dominant ‘ ¼ 1 mode is present in the illumination pattern on target,18–20
with the “hot side” (the side with higher illumination) being opposite
to the direction of the offset. This nonuniformity arises because the
distance between beam centers on the target surface becomes smaller
on the hot side and larger on the cold side. Previous simulations18–21
of high-performance cryogenic implosions on the 60-beam OMEGA
laser system22 indicate that this ‘ ¼ 1 perturbation from target offset
persists in time at high amplitude, resulting in highly degraded yields
and distorted hot spots, even when target offsets are small (40% to
50% yield degradation with 20-lm offset, which is about 4% of the
capsule radius for typical OMEGA capsules). Reference 23 also shows
that ‘ ¼ 1 mode perturbations can signiﬁcantly degrade implosion
performance. In contrast, experimental fusion yields from cryogenic
implosions on OMEGA have shown relatively low sensitivity to target
offsets of this magnitude.24 This discrepancy between simulations and
experiments has not been previously understood.
To study the effect of target offset in a more controlled environment, experiments with room-temperature capsules were performed
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on OMEGA with prescribed offsets. These room-temperature experiments are simpler to ﬁeld on OMEGA and require no cryogenic target
handling or shroud, allowing more precise control of target positioning. For comparison, target mispositioning in room-temperature
implosions on OMEGA is consistently of the order of 5 lm or less,
whereas cryogenic target offsets may vary up to 40 lm or more.
Furthermore, these capsules have no cryogenic fuel layer, which typically represents a large and variable source of implosion nonuniformity and further complicates analysis. In this text, results from
multiple, complementary diagnostics from these room-temperature
experiments are presented and compared with simulated observables
generated from two-dimensional (2D) DRACO25 simulations and
using SPECT3D,26 an x-ray imaging postprocessor, to generate
simulated x-ray radiographs. Comparisons between CBET and
variable-ﬂux-limiter (VFL) simulations illustrate a mitigating effect of
CBET on the ‘ ¼ 1 laser drive nonuniformity, hot-spot x-ray core
asymmetry, and yield degradation.
This paper makes the statement that the VFL model of directdrive implosions is not appropriate in the case of modeling nonuniformity due to target offset and illustrates the mitigating effect of CBET
physics to support this statement. Furthermore, it is concluded that
modeling 3D CBET physics in offset simulations is essential to adequately match all of these experimental observables.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The targets used in the experiment consisted of a single-layer
plastic (CH) capsule with a thickness of 27.0 6 0.6 lm and an outer
radius of 434.6 6 1.2 lm (see Fig. 1). The capsules were ﬁlled with
either 20 atm of D2 or 15 atm of DT (30% D, 70% T) gas. A thin
0.1 lm aluminum overcoat was added after ﬁlling to retain the gas ﬁll
and prevent leakage. The laser system delivered a total energy of
21.3 6 0.5 kJ to the target in an adiabat-shaping27,28 temporal pulse
history (see Fig. 1) with a single Gaussian picket of 70-ps full width at

FIG. 1. Laser pulse temporal history in TW and the nominal laser intensity (power
divided by initial target surface area or “vacuum hardsphere” intensity) are plotted.
The inset shows average capsule parameters for the OMEGA experiments.
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half maximum and a total power of 9 TW, a 250-ps foot at 5 TW, and
a 12- to 14-TW main drive pulse of 1.5-ns duration. The nominal
intensity of the laser pulse, deﬁned as the laser power divided by the
target surface area at t ¼ 0, is shown by the right-hand vertical axis in
Fig. 1 and peaks at approximately 6  1014 W/cm2. The total pulse
duration was 2.5 ns and compressed the capsule to a convergence ratio
of 15 on an average in-ﬂight shell adiabat (simulated) of 3.7. Here, the
convergence ratio is deﬁned as the initial inner target radius divided
by the minimum hot-spot radius (deﬁned using the point interior to
the shell where the density falls to 1=e of the maximum shell density)
at the time of peak compression and the average adiabat is deﬁned as
the ratio of the shell pressure to the Fermi-degenerate pressure at the
same density and is mass averaged over the unablated shell material at
the time of peak shell velocity. All OMEGA beams used SG5 phase
plates, which result in focal spots at the target plane that are approximately round with super-Gaussian radial proﬁles having a superGaussian exponent of 4.44 and half-width at 1=e of the peak intensity
of 360 lm.
Four prescribed offsets were shot for each gas ﬁll: the ﬁrst was at
the center of beam convergence or target chamber center (TCC), i.e.,
no offset; the other three were 40-lm offsets, one toward the P6 location of the OMEGA target chamber, another in the opposite direction
toward P7, and the last in an orthogonal direction to the P6–P7 line of
sight. For reference, the (h, /) angular coordinates of the P6, P7 port
locations and those of the orthogonal offset direction are approximately (63.4 , 342.0 ), (116.6 , 162.0 ), and (89.4 , 71.1 ), respectively.
The position of TCC was determined using the methodology of
Ref. 24. Single-beam mispointing errors with respect to TCC were of
the order of 7 lm rms. This constrains the uncertainty of the location
of true TCC. In addition, the measured uncertainty of the target position relative to TCC varied from shot to shot and was between 1.3 and
5.4 lm for all shots considered here. Two targets were shot at each
position, one with D2 ﬁll and one with DT ﬁll, with an additional D2
shot at TCC to assess shot-to-shot repeatability.
III. SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The experiments were simulated with the 2D radiation–hydrodynamic code DRACO25 using the ﬁrst-principles equation of state
(FPEOS).29,30 DRACO is a 2D arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE)
code for simulating direct-drive physics. It includes a full 3D ray trace
model of laser absorption including a fully 3D CBET model described
in Ref. 11. Laser energy deposition is then averaged azimuthally onto a
2D spherical axisymmetric grid. Thermal transport can be treated
either locally with a variable ﬂux-limited Spitzer model or a nonlocal
model using a modiﬁed31 Schurtz–Nicola€ı–Busquet32 (SNB) model.
The ﬂux limiter values used for all VFL simulations are shown in
Table I are varied linearly between the times listed. It should be
pointed out that while the nonlocal thermal transport model referred
to in Ref. 17 used a Vlasov–Krook-type model,33 this paper uses an
SNB model. For simulations of OMEGA experiments, however, it has
been shown that these models agree very well when the SNB thermal
model is substituted for a ﬂux-limited model with f ¼ 0.06 during the
ﬁrst picket pulse,34 which is the methodology used in this paper.
For each of the shots from Sec. II, four simulations were performed: (1) VFL with no target offset, (2) VFL with measured offset,
(3) CBET with nonlocal thermal transport (CBET–NLTT) and no
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TABLE I. Time history of the variable ﬂux limiter values. Values are linearly interpolated between the times indicated.

Time (ns)

Flux-limiter value

0.0
0.3
1.0
1.8
2.3
2.4

0.085
0.085
0.08
0.06
0.045
0.045

offset, and (4) CBET–NLTT with measured offset. In addition, for one
D2 shot (88575), additional offsets were simulated in 10-lm intervals
to illustrate the yield degradation as a function of target offset for both
CBET–NLTT and VFL models. The time-dependent ﬂux-limiter
values used in the VFL simulations were tuned to match both shock
and shell trajectories obtained using the more detailed CBET–NLTT
models, such that the in-ﬂight adiabats and convergence ratios were
the same. The only other nonuniformity imposed in these simulations
was from the OMEGA beam geometry. While it is important to recognize that the neutron yield in experiments is predicted to be affected
signiﬁcantly by other nonuniformities, particularly laser imprint and
capsule nonuniformities, relative trends in yields between targets omitting these other factors in simulation still provide a useful comparison
of the yield degradation due to target offset. Furthermore, the target
offsets were chosen to be large enough that the performance degradation due to low-mode asymmetry in the laser drive is expected to be
dominated by the target offset.
The resolution in the simulations presented here was approximately 210 zones radially and 300 zones in theta from 0 to 180 . In
our estimation, this is sufﬁcient to resolve Legendre ‘ modes up to
about 60 radially and 40 azimuthally. The criteria on which these estimates are based are (1) maintaining throughout the laser drive portion
of the simulation a minimum of ﬁve zones radially across the extent of
each half of the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability3 eigenmode (the halfwidth of which is estimated as the radial interval from the ablation
front to a distance 1=k from the ablation front, where k is the mode
wavenumber given by k  2p=k ’ Rabl =‘, where Rabl is the average
radius of the ablation front and varies as a function of time), (2) a
minimum of 5 zones radially across the interval between the ablation
front and a point radially outward from the ablation front at a distance
equal to the density scale length during the same time interval, and (3)
a minimum of 16 zones transversely across a single wavelength.
Detailed convergence studies performed previously in DRACO indicate that when these criteria are satisﬁed, the acceleration-phase
RT growth rates are generally accurate to within a few percent (see
Ref. 35, p. 134). So, effectively, modes up to at least ‘ ¼ 40 are well
resolved in these simulations, which is more than adequate to resolve
the perturbation modes induced by the laser beam geometry and target offset. One single high-resolution simulation was also performed
and used double the resolution, resolving modes up to ‘ ¼ 80.
Normalized fusion yields for both the experiments and simulations are plotted in Fig. 2. The experimentally measured offset magnitudes and directions, gas ﬁll types, and absolute and normalized yields
from each shot are shown for reference in Table II. In experiments, the
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FIG. 2. Normalized neutron yields for DRACO simulations [CBET–NLTT (red diamonds); VFL (blue squares)] and experiments (’s). Experiments are normalized
to the nominal no-offset shot for each D2 and DT series, whereas simulations of the
same shots with as-measured target offsets are normalized to a no-offset case of
the same shot. D2 shots are shown in lighter colors. Normalized yields are shown
for shot 88575 varying the target offset in simulations [CBET–NLTT (solid red line);
VFL (dashed blue line)]. For comparison, two simulations with a powerimbalance–induced ‘ ¼ 1 asymmetry equivalent to that of a 40-lm target offset at
t ¼ 0 were modeled [CBET–NLTT (orange circle); VFL (light orange triangle)].

yields for each of the D2 and DT shot sequences are normalized to
their respective TCC reference shots, which were performed with
(nominally) no offset. In simulation, the yield from each offset simulation is divided by the corresponding no-offset simulation of the same
shot number. In Fig. 2, the lines plot DRACO simulations with varying
offsets for shot 88575 with the CBET–NLTT model (solid red line)
and the VFL model (dashed blue line). The simulations with the asmeasured target offsets are shown by the red diamonds
(CBET–NLTT) and blue squares (VFL). Experimental data are shown
by the ’s. Normalized yields are shown for both the D2 shots
(lighter colors) and DT shots (darker colors). The D2 TCC shot
(88572) with higher measured offset appears as the gray  at 2.6-lm
offset (as-measured), and had a yield that was 93% of the other
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(offset 0.6 lm) D2 TCC shot (88578). Actual yields (see Table II) varied from 2:8  1010 to 5:4  1010 for the D2 shots and 1:3  1012 to
2:5  1012 for the DT shots. The measurement uncertainty in fusion
yield is approximately 9% for the D2 shots and 5% for the DT shots.
The absolute ratio of experimental yields to simulated CBET–NLTT
yields (with measured offsets) ranged from 16% to 28%. The single
high-resolution 2D DRACO simulation including laser imprint modes
up to ‘ ¼ 80 suggested that the discrepancy in absolute yields is due
mostly to high-frequency modulations in the laser illumination being
imprinted on the target.
It is noted that there is substantial variation in the yields for the
offset implosions. Given that this variation is larger than the experimental uncertainty, it is hypothesized that this variation is due to
directional interactions with the target-mounting stalk (similar to
what was reported in Ref. 36) and other systematic and/or random
variations between shots (e.g., laser power imbalance), which are also
not modeled in these simulations. In these experiments, the stalk was
located at the H2 port located at (h, /) ¼ (37.38 , 90.0 ) and forms
angles of 79.2 , 100.8 , and 54.3 with the P6, P7, and orthogonal offset directions, respectively. This assertion of directional interactions
with the mounting stalk is difﬁcult to corroborate, however, in the
absence of a 3D simulation capability with a fully 3D CBET laser ray
trace model, that is, relevant for direct-drive implosions.
A visual inspection of the simulation data in Fig. 2 reveals that
the fusion yields drop signiﬁcantly with increasing target offset when
simulated with the VFL model without CBET. When simulated
including CBET–NLTT physics, however, the degradation in yield due
to offset is reduced substantially. This difference occurs even for small
target offsets. To separate the effects of the CBET physics and NLTT
physics on yield degradation, another set of simulations was performed with NLTT, but not CBET. The normalized yield trends from
these simulations (not plotted here) closely matched the VFL trends,
indicating that NLTT physics plays almost no role in mitigating the
yield degradation from offset. This perhaps is not surprising, given
that the multidimensional effects of NLTT physics are expected to
manifest mainly in the mitigation of short-wavelength instability
growth via a broadening of the density scale length at the ablation
front and an increased ablation velocity.3,37 Based on these simulation
results, it can be concluded that CBET physics provides the mechanism that reduces the yield sensitivity to target offset. Furthermore, the
simulated CBET–NLTT normalized yields match much more closely
the observed experimental yields than the VFL data.

TABLE II. Experimental yields and target offsets from the OMEGA shots. The normalized yield (“yield over nominal TCC”) is shown in the last column.

Shot number
88572
88575
88576
88577
88578
88579
88581
88583
88584

Gas fill

Offset (lm)

Offset direction

Expt. yield

Yield over nominal TCC (%)

D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
DT
DT
DT
DT

2.6
39.9
40.3
39.1
0.6
1.0
39.3
41.9
34.4

Nominal TCC
Toward P6
Toward P7
Orthogonal
Nominal TCC
Nominal TCC
Toward P6
Toward P7
Orthogonal

5.0  10þ10
3.9  10þ10
4.3  10þ10
2.8  10þ10
5.4  10þ10
2.5  10þ12
2.1  10þ12
1.3  10þ12
1.3  10þ12

93
73
79
53
100
100
82
51
51
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On the D2 shots, four x-ray framing cameras (XRFCs) collected
time-resolved images of the coronal x-ray self-emission during the
acceleration phase of the implosion from different views. These images
were then used to infer the position of the ablation surface in 3D
and calculate the position of the centroid of the coronal ring of x-ray
emission in 3D space as a function of time using the methodology of
Ref. 38. Using SPECT3D, a radiation transport post-processing code,
corresponding time-resolved self-emission images were generated
from the simulated DRACO data including the effects of experimental
ﬁlters and instrument response functions. The images were generated
along a diagnostic line of sight orthogonal to the target offset and
analyzed to compare with the experimental images from the XRFC’s.
The results from both experiment and simulation show that the capsule centroid experiences a spatial drift away from its initial position
that is approximately linear when plotted vs the distance traveled by
the shell. When the capsule radius was compressed to approximately
150 lm, the distance traveled by the capsule center from its original
position in the offset shots was measured experimentally to be between
9.2 to 10:0 lm along the offset direction with a 1.1- to 1.5-lm movement orthogonal to the offset direction (the measurement uncertainty
was 61:0 lm). The orthogonal movement is attributed to nonuniformity sources other than the target offset. Reasonable agreement with
experiment is seen in simulations with the CBET–NLTT model, which
indicates the center drift along the offset direction at the same time is
12:0 lm. By contrast, the VFL model predicts a center drift of
16:6 lm, which is well outside the experimental error bars.
In addition to these time-resolved x-ray images, time-integrated
self-emission x-ray images of the hot-spot core emission were obtained
from the gated monochromatic x-ray imager (GMXI).39 The centroid
of the hot-spot x-ray emission was located following the methodology
of Ref. 24 and compared with the DT TCC reference shot 88579 to
calculate the distance between the centroids of the two imploded hotspot cores. For reference, the measured initial offsets of these capsules
from TCC were 0.6 (88579) and 39.3 lm (88581). Simulated timeintegrated images of the core x-ray emission were likewise generated
from DRACO using SPECT3D to compare with the GMXI images.
The data from shot 88581 are shown in Fig. 3. The top images, (a) and
(c) respectively, are the density contour of the target at peak compression from the VFL DRACO simulation and the corresponding timeintegrated x-ray image from SPECT3D for shot 88581, whereas images
(b) and (d) are the same, respectively, for the CBET–NLTT model.
Image (e) is the experimental image from GMXIc. In each image, the
position of TCC is shown by the white “” symbol. The experimental
distance between the centroid of x-ray emission of shots 88581 and
the reference shot was measured as 61 6 2 lm. Analysis of the simulated radiographs resulted in distances of 63 and 71 lm for the
CBET–NLTT and VFL, respectively, showing that the best agreement
between simulations and experiments is achieved when the
CBET–NLTT model is used.
Although the purpose of generating these simulated GMXI
images is mainly to compare the locations of the simulated and experimental hot-spot centroids in an offset shot relative to the TCC reference shot, the images also show similar size and shape of the hot spot.
The average hot spot radius is approximately 44 lm in simulation and
48.5 lm in experiment. The difference between the two is likely due to
the fact that the simulations, due to the ﬁnite computation resources
available, did not model short wavelength perturbations caused by
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FIG. 3. Density plot (g/cm3) at stagnation from DRACO simulations of shot 88581
with VFL (a) and CBET–NLTT (b). Simulated time-integrated x-ray images generated by SPECT3D from these simulations are shown in (c) VFL and (d)
CBET–NLTT with arbitrary units. The experimental image from GMXIc is shown in
(e). In all images, the location of TCC is shown by the  and the distance between
TCC and centroid of emission is indicated by the white line. The position of the target mounting stalk is shown by the blue arrow in (e).

laser imprint and capsule surface imperfections, which can reduce
overall capsule compressibility.
It should be noted that in the experimental image, the small
bright spot near the top appears approximately at the angle where the
target-mounting stalk is attached to the target [the stalk location was
port H2, see the blue arrow in Fig. 3(e)], indicating that some stalk
material may be present in the hot spot at that location. Since the stalk
material is largely silicon, it is expected to emit much more brightly
than the background hydrogenic and CH plasma when heated up to
hot-spot temperatures of a few keV.
An attempt was made to distinguish between the CBET–NLTT
and VFL models using both bulk hot-spot ﬂow and Tion asymmetry
measurements using the methodology of Ref. 40. However, the differences between the two models was small enough to be within the
experimental error bars.
IV. ANALYSIS
This mitigation of offset implosion nonuniformity by CBET
physics can be understood largely as a geometrical effect. The initial
displacement of the target away from TCC results in a perturbation in
the laser illumination pattern that is dominated by an ‘ ¼ 1 mode,
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where the “hot” side of the target is the one opposite the offset direction vector. As the corona forms, light rays from each beam will refract
away from the edge of the target, eventually exiting the corona on a
radially outbound trajectory. As the rays turn, they can interact with
inbound rays from other beams, transferring light energy from one
beam to another. In offset targets, the energy in these over-the-horizon
rays is asymmetric about the capsule. Speciﬁcally, there is more
over-the-horizon laser light refracting past the target on trajectories
outbound toward the beams on the hot side. The increased outbound
laser light on the hot side stimulates more CBET losses from the
incoming beams on the hot side, as compared to the cold side, effectively reducing the ‘ ¼ 1 illumination nonuniformity.
To conﬁrm the geometric nature of this CBET effect on target
offset, both CBET–NLTT and VFL DRACO simulations were performed with zero offset, but instead with an induced ‘ ¼ 1 using a
prescribed laser power imbalance. Speciﬁcally, the power-imbalance
‘ ¼ 1 intensity pattern on target was generated by multiplying the
average, single-beam laser power by a function of the form
f ðhb Þ ¼ 1 þ AP1 ½cos ðhb Þ, where hb is the polar-angle coordinate of
the each beam in the OMEGA target chamber, and P1 ½x ¼ x is the
ﬁrst-order (‘ ¼ 1) Legendre polynomial. This results in an incident
intensity proﬁle matching very well a pure ‘ ¼ 1 Legendre mode, with
some additional modes introduced by the discrete beam geometry
(these modes are also present in the target offset simulations). The
amplitude A of the modulating function was then chosen to match the
t ¼ 0 amplitude in laser intensity for the 40-lm offset. The resulting
normalized yields, shown in Fig. 2 by the orange circle (CBET–NLTT)
and light orange triangle (VFL), respectively, are very close to each
other and similar to that of the VFL 40-lm offset simulation, indicating little mitigation of the power-imbalance–induced ‘ ¼ 1 by CBET.
Speciﬁcally, the difference in normalized yield between VFL and
CBET-NLTT was 15.2% to 16.4%, a difference of only 1.2% in absolute normalized yield or 7.9% relative increase in yield, compared to
the offset case, where the difference in normalized yield was 24.1% to
54.5%, or a difference of 30.3% in absolute normalized yield or a 126%
relative yield increase. Since the power-imbalance and target offset
cases start with the same ‘ ¼ 1 amplitude in the laser intensity, it
appears that the difference in laser intensity from the hot side to the
cold side accounts for only a very small portion of the ‘ ¼ 1 mitigation
by CBET in these simulations, whereas the much larger effect is geometric in the case of target offset.
Because target offset can also be considered as a coherent mispointing or repointing of all the laser beams in a single direction away
from the center of the target, it is possible that a similar ‘ ¼ 1 and/or
higher-mode mitigation effect occurs when laser beams are imprecisely pointed, as happens in all laser systems to varying extents.
However, since imprecise beam pointing generally results in a random
statistical mispointing of the beams in 3D, rather than a coherent,
single-direction mispointing of all beams, the effect of CBET on mispointing symmetry is likely to be smaller than for target offset. It
should be pointed out that the illumination pattern due to random
beam mispointing typically has a broader spectrum than that due to
the target offset.41 For example, this spectrum usually contains ‘ ¼ 2
and ‘ ¼ 3 modes with m ¼ 0 and m ¼
6 0 components often being present at amplitudes of the order of 30% to 50% of the ‘ ¼ 1 mode.
Because of this, there is no clear axis of symmetry that can be readily
exploited in a 2D axisymmetric hydrodynamics code such as DRACO.
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Therefore, quantifying any mitigating effect of CBET on implosions
asymmetry due to beam mispointing using DRACO is not ideal and
not attempted in this paper.
An effect similar to this is also observed in simulations and
experiments of polar-drive42 experiments11 that show CBET is higher
at the equator where beams are pointed away from the target center to
improve illumination uniformity. It is also related to experiments
where the beam-to-target size ratio is reduced43,44 to mitigate CBET.
DRACO’s in-line scattered-light diagnostic conﬁrms that there is
more laser light scattered due to CBET from the hot side of the target
than from the cold side. Figure 4 shows a snapshot at the time of peak
laser power (t ¼ 2.1 ns) of the intensity of the simulated scattered light
(Hammer projection) that is collected at different angular positions of
the inner surface of the target chamber for (a) the VFL model and (b)
the CBET–NLTT model. First, it should be noted that the VFL model
without CBET showed higher refracted light intensity on the hot side
(north pole, i.e., h ¼ 0 ) opposite to the direction of the offset
(hoffset ¼ 180 ), than on the “cold side” (south pole, i.e., h ¼ 180 ), as
explained earlier. Furthermore, with the CBET–NLTT model, the simulation showed enhanced scattered light at the hot-side. Speciﬁcally,
the scattered light at the north pole increased with the addition of
CBET by approximately twofold relative to the VFL simulation,
whereas the scattered light at the cold south pole increased by only
about 20%.
Figure 5 plots the time history of the ‘ ¼ 1 asymmetry in the
laser drive. At 50-ps intervals, the laser energy deposited in the plasma
was radially summed, divided by the original target surface area to
obtain an effective on-target laser intensity, and then the spherical

FIG. 4. Hammer projection plot of the simulated scattered light at the OMEGA target chamber radius (106 W/cm2) at the time of peak laser intensity using (a) the
variable ﬂux limiter model and (b) CBET plus nonlocal thermal transport. Both simulations have a 40-lm target offset in the direction h ¼ 180 .
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FIG. 5. The time evolution of the ‘ ¼ 1 amplitude (absolute value) in the absorbed
laser intensity is plotted vs time for both the CBET–NLTT (solid red line) and VFL
(dashed blue line). The laser pulse is plotted (dotted gray line) for reference.

harmonic mode ‘ ¼ 1 (m ¼ 0) was extracted. Results from both the
CBET–NLTT (solid line) and VFL (dashed line) DRACO simulations
of shot 88575 using the as-measured offset were plotted. During the
initial picket pulse, both models show similar ‘ ¼ 1 amplitudes, but as
the corona develops a longer density scale length and the laser intensity is increased, the two models deviate substantially as CBET scattering ampliﬁes. By the beginning of the rise from the foot to the main
drive, at about 0.9 ns, the VFL mode shows the ‘ ¼ 1 mode rising
proportional to the laser power, whereas the CBET ‘ ¼ 1 plateaus. At
this time, the density scale length, Lq  qð@q=@rÞ1 , and velocity
scale length, Lv  vð@v=@rÞ1 , at the quarter critical density are
approximately 100 and 180 lm, respectively. The electron and ion
temperatures are Te ¼ 1:5 keV and Ti ¼ 0:7 keV. At 1.5 ns, the ‘ ¼ 1
amplitude for both models decreases approximately linearly in time,
due both to a decrease of the critical surface radius as the target implodes and to refractive effects, both of which increase the effective ratio
of laser beam spot to target radius. By the end of the pulse at 2.3 ns,
the scale lengths have increased to Lq ¼ 180 lm and Lv ¼ 340 lm,
and the temperatures to Te ¼ 2:3 keV and Ti ¼ 1:1 keV. As the pulse
ends and the laser power is ramped down, the incident laser intensity
decreases, CBET effectively turns off, and the ‘ ¼ 1 mode in the
CBET simulation increases until it matches the VFL model, as
expected in the absence of CBET. Overall, it is clear from Fig. 5 that
the ‘ ¼ 1 mode is driven more strongly without CBET than with
CBET.
It should be noted that the results presented in Ref. 12 using the
code ASTER showed that for an offset target, the normalized yield
decreased and the displacement of the target centroid at peak compression increased when modeled with CBET and Spitzer heat transport
compared to a VFL, no-CBET calculation. Those results were interpreted to suggest that ﬂux-limited heat ﬂow can underestimate the
effect of laser-imposed nonuniformities because of a higher coronal
temperature, which results in larger lateral heat smoothing. The results
in this paper, however, indicate that (1) an NLTT heat ﬂow model
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gives very similar results to the VFL model with respect to the ‘ ¼ 1
nonuniformity; and (2) that the ‘ ¼ 1 yield degradation is largely unaffected by the difference in coronal temperature. Note also that the CBET
model45 in those ASTER simulations used a reduced-dimensional model
that is not expected to capture the multidimensional effect of CBET
from multiple beams on illumination nonuniformities. This reduced
model assumed 1D spherically-symmetric coronal proﬁles and did
not track rays through the full 3D space, but rather traced rays in
2D. Furthermore, ASTER only tracked the radial position of rays,
such that rays at different (h, /) coordinates, but same radial coordinate, were allowed to interact and exchange energy even though
they were physically located at different points in space. Direction
vectors of rays for computing CBET were only two-dimensional.
Finally, the effects of target offset and beam mispointing were calculated in a simpliﬁed manner. The laser deposition proﬁle was computed with the beam aimed at the target center, then the deposition
proﬁle was shifted perpendicular to the beam axis according to the
direction and magnitude of the target offset and/or mispointing. An
accounting was also made for the change in orientation of the
normal vector to the target surface at all points.
In contrast, the CBET laser physics package11 in DRACO captures the interactions of beams with each other and the background
plasma by performing a full ray trace in 3D, modeling the positions
and angles of each beam for any arbitrary chosen beam geometry,
including the correct positioning of the target relative to the center of
beam convergence. Cylindrical symmetry in 2D is assumed only in the
plasma conditions. The OMEGA illumination pattern on the surface
of an offset target retains approximately 2D axisymmetry about the
vector between the capsule center and TCC. Deviation from 2D axisymmetry is largely contained in the ‘ ¼ 10, m ¼ 5 mode, which is
more than ﬁve times lower in amplitude than the ‘ ¼ 1 mode induced
by a target offset of 5 lm under the beam and target conditions of
these experiments. This approximate axisymmetry has been shown in
previous 3D simulations41 using the code HYDRA,46 where the amplitude of the ‘ ¼ 1 perturbation and total rms illumination nonuniformity were virtually unchanged when the offset vector was rotated
relative to the laser system. Therefore, a 2D axisymmetric treatment of
the hydrodynamics with a 3D raytracing model of laser energy deposition including CBET is sufﬁcient to capture the essential ‘ ¼ 1 physics
of target offset when the target offset vector is aligned with the axis of
symmetry.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, cross-beam energy transfer in direct-drive inertial
conﬁnement fusion has been shown in simulation to mitigate the
‘ ¼ 1 implosion asymmetry caused by a target offset. Over-the-horizon
scattered light is increased on the hot-side (higher intensity, opposite
the target offset vector) of the target inducing increased CBET losses on
the hot side, providing a negative feedback mechanism for reducing
absorption on the hot side. This is a similar effect to what has been
observed previously in simulations and experiments with either smaller
laser spots or in a polar direct-drive beam geometry.
Simulations modeling a target offset require a 3D laser ray-trace
model with CBET physics to accurately capture the implosion asymmetry and yield degradation. When 3D CBET physics was included in
the laser ray-trace model, simulated observables better reproduced
experimental data for the three complementary observables described
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here: neutron yield, early-time drift of the target centroid, and the
position of the x-ray time-integrated hot-spot centroid.
Although CBET is shown to mitigate the asymmetry due to a target offset, proposed CBET mitigation techniques may reduce this
effect, resulting in enhanced sensitivity to target offset than what is
currently seen in experiments. While such CBET mitigation is
expected to improve overall implosion performance, the use of such
strategies will likely require more stringent target offset tolerances than
those which are currently considered acceptable and are derived from
direct-drive experiments where no CBET mitigation techniques were
used. The effect of CBET-mitigation techniques on implosion degradation due to a target offset will be discussed in an upcoming
publication.
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